One-electron reduction of daunorubicin intercalated in DNA or in a protein: a gamma radiolysis study.
The one-electron reduction of daunorubicin, an anthracycline antibiotic, intercalated in DNA or in the apoprotein of the riboflavin binding protein, was studied by gamma radiolysis. The two reduction mechanisms appear very similar to the one found for the non-intercalated drug. Hydrogen peroxide, which oxidizes non-intercalated hydroquinone daunorubicin with two electrons in one step (C. Houée-Levin, M. Gardès-Albert and C. Ferradin, FEBS lett., 173, 27-30, (1984)), reacts with daunorubicin hydroquinone in DNA but not in the protein. It appears thus that the site accessibility to hydrogen peroxide in DNA is better than in the protein. Biological consequences are discussed.